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From Ascription to Achievement: the Status Attainment Process
in Hungary from 1910 to 1991
RuudLuijb
Péter Róbert
Paul M. de Graaf
Harry B.G. Ganzeboom ·
In troduction

One of the central research questions that can be addressed by the classic status attairunent
model (Blau and Duncan 1967) is the shift from ascription to achievement over time. In this
paper, we will explore this change for Hungary. We wi!l focus on the effects ofthe two main
deterrninants of occupational position: forma! education of the respondent (achievement) and
father's occupational position (ascription). We expect both the achievement and ascription
effect to develop over time. This may be the consequence of historica! and politica! processes,
such as the rapid development of Hungarian society in respect of modemization and
industrialization - this started at the beginning of this century and accelerated in the last four
decades - and specific events that occurred in the country during this century. Thus, we need
not to have job history inforrnation from more than one or two generations to get a
comprehensive view on the changes in the status attainment process in Hungary. Besides
developments over historie time (that also can belabeledas inter-cohort change), we wil! also
take into account the development of ascription and achievement effects over the life course
or intra-cohort change (aging effect).
We will answer the question how the attainment of a first job (labor market entry) is explained
by ascription and achievement factors. We will also address the question ofhow occupational
change during the career is a function of ascription and achievement. Therefore, we will also
analyze job moves in upward and downward direction. Following modemization theory, we
expect a trend from ascription (father's occupation or family background) as the predominant
factor predicting the occupational position of individuals to achievement (educational
qualifications) as the principal factor.
Hungary is unique in the world by the presence of voluminous representative life-history data
that were colleeled over a period of twenty years (1973-1993). Four surveys cohtaining
complete life history data were conducted in Hungary in this period: the mobility surveys of
KSH (the Hungarian Central Statistica! Office) in 1973, 1983, and 1992 (Andorka 1973;
Kulcsár and Harcsa 1983 and 1992); and the survey "Social Stratification in Eastern Europe
after 1989" by Szelényi and Treiman ( 1993). We used these life-history surveys to construct a
combined file of about 100,000 cases that, among other things, can be used to analyze the
status attainment processin a dynamic way.
~

An eariier version of this paper was presented at the 2n.t Conference of the European Sociologicai Association

in Budepest, August 30-September 2, 1995 (Working Group on Social Mobility). We acknowledge !he
Hungarian Central Statistica! Office and lvän Szelényi and Donald J. Treiman for providing the data used in this
paper and we want to thank Erzsébet Bukodi for her assistance in preparing !he data for !he analysis. This
research was made possible by an NWO-OTKA grant for the project "Occupational Career Mobility in Hungary
in Historica! and Cross-National Perspective" (NWO, no. 048.0 1!.007).
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In the following sections, we wil! first give an overview of the relevant theoretica! positions
on the development of ascription and achievement over time and age. After that, we will
highlight previous research on social change and labor market processes in Hungary. Then,
we will give a historica! overview of Hungarian economie and politica! developments, teading to the hypotheses. The data and methods will be presenled in the next section. The paper
willend with a presentation ofthe analysis and conclusions.

The Trend from Ascription to Achievement over Historica! Time and Over the
Iudividual Life Course: Reinforcing and Soppressing Effects
According to Treiman's industrialization thesis (Treiman 1970), ascription is weaker and
achievement is stronger in economically more developed societies than in less developed
societies. Treiman and Yip (1989) carried out a comparative (re)analysis of data from 21
countries. Their results confmned the industrialization thesis: the effect of father's
occupational status on respondent's occupational status tumed out to be lower in the more
industrialized societies, while the effect of educational attainment on occupational status was
stronger in the more industrialized countries. Also achievement (education) was a much more
important predietor than ascription (father's occupation) in most countries.
The analysis afTreiman and Yip is a cross-country comparison. It is also possible to examine
temporal changes in the status attainment process within societies. On the basis ofTreiman's
industrialization thesis, we may expect ascription to become weaker and achlevement stronger
as a country develops. An example of such an analysis is Blau and Duncan's cohort
comparison (Blau and Duncan 1967) analyzing ascription and achlevement effects with regard
to first and current job. An alternative way to performa cohort analysis is to analyze repeated
survey data (DiPrete and Grusky 1990; De Graaf and Luijkx 1993). This design makes it
possible to follow the same cohorts (but nol individuals) through their career. The outcome
provides information about the general career deve!opment of birth cohorts. However, an
analysis of individual career processes cannot be done with this design. When complete life
histories are available, it is possible to use an even! history approach to status attainment
research. One way to proceed is to decompose the occupational career into job episodes
(Petersen 1988). By analyzing these career transitions, we can discover how ascription and
achlevement affect job moves in different periods. In addition to these period effects due to
economie and social developments in a society, one has to take into account the effect of
advancing age dUJing the life course. Both the ascription and achievement effects on career
transitions can be expected to decline with age. The basis of this prediction is that proven
abilities as wel! as various kinds of capita! colleeled during the life course replace educational
credentials and ascriptive features of family background. This has been demonstraled by
cohort analysis in the work ofBiau and Duncan (1967).
It is important to note that the ascription effect decreases both over historie time and with

advancing age; these effects are mutually reinforcing. However, the achievement effect
increases over historie time and decreases with age; these effects are mutua!Iy suppressing.
When analyzing life history data, it is important to disentang!e the period and age effects,
because the gross effect ofboth social background and educational attainment on occupational
attainrnent may be the outcome of very divergent processes. These range from unequal
educational opportunities, via entrance on the !abor market, to processes on the labor market
during the occupationa! career.

Findings on Social Change and Labor Market Processes in Hungary

The~e. have been quite a. few contributions to the study of intergenerational occupational
mobrlrty basedon J:Iunganan ~ata. Yet, the topic ofcareer mobility has been largely negleeled
m H~nga:Y. There ts only a bnef chapter on career mobility in the large monograph on social
mob!ltty m Hungary by Rudolf Andorka (1982). He has analyzed the 1973 social mobility
da~a of. the Central Sta~istical Office (Andorka 1973). Although complete occupational
traJectones ~e avmlable m the 1973 d.ata, he focuses on the sequence father's occupation _
first o~cupatwn - present (last) occupatton. He presents cornbinations of these three variables
and ?~splays subset~ of the large three-dimensional table. The observed inflow and outflow
mob~hty r~tes are .dtscussed separately. ~dorka's monograph includes another chapter (also
pubhshed m Engh~h:. An~orka 1983) With a detailed cohort analysis of the 1973 data. The
large data set w~ d!Ylded mto. five-year birth cohorts; Ferge's socio-occupational groups were
used as. occupahonal categones (Ferge 1979). Andorka shows percentage distributions of
occupallonal group~ for each cohort at age 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 (truncated at the age the
cohort had reached m 1973), as well as the distribution of !heir fathers' accupation when the
respondent was between 14 and 18 years old. These detailed tables were presenled separately
fo: rnales and females and accordmg to father's accupation in order to display the cohort and
agmg effects.
Based on his cohort analysis, Andorka emphasizes four important features of !he Hungarian
mobility pattern:
I. The mobility from agriculture to non-agriculture: the decline of the agriculture sector.
2. The mobility from manual labor into non-manual labor: the growth of the non-manual
sector.
3. Th~ stron~de~line of the category of self-employed artisans, merchants, and farmers and
thetr mobthty mto other classes.
4. The increase oflabor force participation for women from cohort to cohort.
Another comprehensive paper focuses on intergenerational mobility, using data from nine
surveys m Hungary between 1930 and 1989 (Ganzeboom, Luijkx, and Róbert 1991). This
paper conclu~es t~at the Hungarian mobility regime has gradually opened up over time.
Altho~gh the mhentance of self-employed positions has increased during the socialist period,
ther~ IS no ~ther stgn of any reversal ofthe general trend towards increasing openness.
Socta! mobthly generaled by the- (too) rapid and political!y enforced- industrialization process m. Hungary after the communist takeover in 1949 has been both inter- and intrage~erahonal. Ab~ut 50% of the managers and professionals came from industrial and
agncul~ural workmg-class backgrounds. Especially in the fifties, many of these managers and
professiOnals starled !heir career as a manual or agricultura! worker. This applies more to
rnanagers than to professionals.
·
For industrial workers, 35-40% came from an agricultural working-class background. Indeed,
man~ of them starled out as agricultural workers. This is more the case for semi-skilied and
unsk!lled workers .than for the skilied manual workers (Andorka 1982).
The fact that mobile people experienced both inter- and intra-generationat mobility might be
one ~e~son why. less research was. done on caree~ mobility. It might also explain why
Hunganan mobthty research was mamly focussed on mtergenerational mobility.
The relatively s~all importance of intragenerational mobility was also underlined by Simkus
(1981). Analyzmg the same 1973 data set, Simkus focused on the relationship between
father's occupation, son's first occupation, and son's present {last) occupation. He concludes
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that intergenerational inheritance declines particularly for the farming and the higher-status
non-manual occupations. This occurs especially between father's occupation and first
occupation. However, intragenerational mobility between first and present (last) occupation
made only a smal! contribution to this process.
Wong and Hauser (1992) found that the general association between fathers' accupation and
sons' or daughters' first occupational position has decreased between birth cohorts 1914/18
and 1959/63. However, they found that the rate of dec!ine has decreased for the youngest
cohorts. Wong and Hauser used first accupation as a proxy for occupational destination. Thus,
they did nol consider what happened to the observed cohorts during !heir occupational career.
In comparative perspeelive and on socialist grounds, using data from 1972 and 1973,
Andorka and Zagorski (1980) found larger intragenerational mobility for Hungary than for
Poland. The most striking difference between the two countries is for the farmer and
agriculturallaborer categories. This can be explained by the fact tllat Hungary, but nol Po!and,
had an agricultural collectivization process. In both countries, much lower intragenerational
mobility was found for industria! workers.
Kolosi, Peschar, and Róbert (1985), comparing the status attainment regimes ofHungary and
the Netherlands, found educational attainment to be a better predietor of occupational status in
Hungary than in !he Netherlands. Social background was relatively more important in the
Netherlands. This confirms Simkus· (1982) results, namely that the effect of education on
occupation is stronger in socialist countries than in capitalist societies; and social background
is less related to occupational position in socialist countries than in Western societies.
However, the Dutch-Hungarian comparison shows that the difference between the two
countries becomes smaller for younger cohorts and has almast disappeared for the youngest
cohort.
One of the few labor market analyses from the state socialist period is a study by Róbert and
Sik (1989) on the labor market career of state employees entering the labor force between
1950 and 1970. The data covered the employment history of these people and came from their
workbook kept by the Personnet Departments of their company. The analysis focused on the
"gaps" during the employment history. Theoretically, "gaps" can be caused by demograpbic
reasans (e.g., matemity leave), human capita! investrnent (e.g., interruption of the career for
attending day-time education), informal economy (e.g., leaving the state sector in order to
work in the "second economy" even if only for seasonal occasions), or unemployment.
Despite of the a!most totallack of unemployment at that time in Hungary, the authors found
that "gaps" are a typical element of careers: only 15% of the investigated population had an
occupational career without any kind of interruption.
The first systematic research on labor market processes and job histories in Hungary were
carried out in the framework of Eurocareers project, which is an international camparalive
program, partly financed by the European Science Foundation and coordinated by K.U.
Mayer. As an outcome ofthis project two paperscan be mentioned basedon the 1983 data set
ofthe Hungarian Central Statistica! Office. The paper by Róbert, de Graaf, and Luijkx (1993)
focuses on the middle class formation in Hungary: the move into and out of the service class
and petty bourgeoisie. lt was found that the effects of state redistribution and anti-bourgeois
economie policy started to disappear slightly from the Hungarian social structure and inequality system in the early 1980s, thus before the system change of 1990. The other paper is by de
Graaf, Luijkx, and Róbert (1993) focusing on the farnily background influence of career
mobility in Hungary and the Netherlands. This analysis found support for the hypotheses
derived from modemization and industrialization process: a decline of ascription in
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educational an~ occupational status attainment for both countries. The effect of father's status
IS also decreasmg over cohorts during the occupational career.

Hy~otheses on th: Trends in Ascription and Achievement with Respect to Ristorical
Penods and the Life Course in Hungary
In this paper, we wil! separate period a?d age effects. In order to show how period and age
:elate to each other, we define sev~n buth cohorts and we show in Table 1 for historically
Important ye:n-s the age for these b1rth cohorts. The basis of the cohort definition was that
those belong1~g to t~e oldest cohort should be at "working age" (at least 25 years o1d) at the
first selected time pomt {1933: the end ofthe Great Depressicn); and that the youngest cohort
(bom 1959-6~) should beat least 25 years old or older at the time ofthe last time point (1990:
first free elect10ns smce 1949).
The_ process o~ industria!ization and capitalist development in Hungary starled in the
beg1nnmg of ~IS century. Because of the_ T~anon ~eace Treaty in 1920, Hungary lost a large
part of lts temtory. This caused a break m mdustnal, commercial, and transport connections
~d, consequently, the developm~nt of Hungary stagnated. The economie problems were
mc~eased by the oGreat Depress10n m the beginning of 1930s (Berend and Ránki 1974). In this
penod, about 50Yo ofthe labor force still worked in agriculture (Andorka 1990) Th'
th t th
h
.
. IS means,
a . ? co orts _entenng the labor market in the interbellum faced severe difficulties in the
begmmng of the1r work career.

Table JA. The age range for birth cohortsof Hungarian men in selected historica! years
Birth cohort

1899-1908
1909-1918
1919-1928
1929-1938
1939-1948
1949-1958
!959-1968

Year

1933

1941

1945

1949

1956

1962

25-24 34-43 37-46 41-50
15-24 24-33 27-36 31-40
14-23 17-26 21-30
11-20

48-57
38-47
28-37
18-27

44-53

1968

1973

50-59
40-49
30-39
20-29
10-19

55-64
45-54

1983

1990

54-63
34-43
24-33
14-23

55-64
35-44 45-54 52-61
25-34 35-44 42-51
15-24 25-34 32-41
15-24 22-31

Table IB. Historica/ events in Hungary
Year

1933
1941
1945
1949
1956
1962
1968

1973
1983

1990

Historica! events
End of the Great Depression
Hungary enters the World War
End ofthe World War
Communist takeover: Stalinism starts
Revolution
End of nationalization program in agriculture, the basics of state-socialism are settled
New economie reform starts
Approximate mid-point of the "Golden-age" of.Kádár-era, survey year
Start of mcrease of debt per capita and economie problems; survey-year
Y ear of free elections
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At the end of World War IJ, the Hungarian economy was in ruins. The post-war
reconstruction was quite rapid and a radicalland reform was carried out in 1945. Although the
demoeratic politica! development was broken in 1949, this did not interrupt _the_ proc~s of
industrialization (only the land reform was turned into an agricultural col!~ct!Vlzallon act10n).
Rapid industrialization and economie growth at the expense of t~e agncultu_ral s~t~r and
people's living standard can characterize the l950s. In the sarne penod, the natlonahzat10n ~f
mines, banks, manufactural, and other enterprises took place. As a consequence of this
nationalization and of the agricultural collectivization procedure, the self-e11_1ployed cla~es
basically disappeared. Beside these industrial developments, ~e strong educatwnal exp_~ston
was another typical feature of this decade. However, educahonal emollment was pohhcally
influenced by a numerus ciausus rule against the offspring of the former ruhng class:
bourgeois families, landowners, also professionals (Simkus and ~d~rka 19~2). ~
"unfavorable" social origin (labeled by the ideology of that era as oszt~lyzdege = co~mng
from a class stranger farnily") might have resulted in a Jonger. educal!ona! career, _htg~er
participation in special educational forms (evenin_g_ and corresp~nd~ng courses), a combmatton
ofwork and school, temporarily downward mobthty at the begtnrung of~~e career (a ':'lanual
employment position) foliowed by a "return" to a higher non-manual postt!On later dunng the
life course.
.
Both industrialization and educational expansion influenced the ascription and achteveme~t
effects on status attainment. We expect the direct effect of ascriptive assets to decrease for th1s
period due to politically forced mobility. We also expect an_ increase in the effect ?f
achievement due to educational expansion caused by estabhshmg a planned economy_ m
which needs for better skilied manpower and !heir "skilling procedure" was settled accordmg
to detailed one-year (later five-year) plans.
So, this period bas brought upward moves from agriculture to industrial jobs and fr~ll_l manual
to non-manual jobs; and downward moves from self-employment to employee posttton and for "class strangers" - from non-manual to manual jobs.
Although the revolution of 1956 was an important politica! event, it did not substantially
affect the main economie tendencies and the centrahzed planned economy mode~: the ~rogram
for collectivization of agriculture stayed on the agenda and was eventually fimshed 1_n 1961
(Fazekas 1976). Though the era of the Kádár-regime starled after _1956, "th~ _long fifhes" (as
the decade ofStalinism is called by Hungarian historians) ended wtth the pohtical arnnest?'for
the prisoners of the 1956 revolution in the mid l960s. Ibis also implicates that t~e rohttca1
event of the 1956 revolution probably did not influence the effects of ascnptlon and
achievement on status attainment.
In 1968, the start of the New Economie Mechanism was declared. Since the_ ~trat~gy of the
planned economy of the fifties (the establishment of new fi~, tb: mob_Il~zatJOn of ~e
manpower in agriculture and of the female labor force) resulted ~~ cost-msenstllve produ~tt:m
and poor quality of goods, this economie policy could not be c~ntmued: the complete soctahst
system needed a reform. After 1968, Hungary became more hberahzed: the numerus ciausus
rules were abolished and politica! discrimination diminished strongly; market elements were
introduced in the economy in order to replace the planning system with market relations; the
autonomy of the management of enterprises increased. From this time economists start to
speak about "plan bargaining" inslead of central planning system in Hungary (Bauer 1978;
Komai 1980).
.
.
The economie reforrns tumed out to be successful and gave a new but relalively short nse to
the Hungarian economy. The 1970s are called the "golden age" of Kádáris_m .. The ~i~ng
standard of the Hungarian population became the highest among the state-soctahst soctetles,

although according to indicators of economie development, the Gennan Democratie Republic
and Czechoslovakia were at a higher level. The contradietien between these two facts can be
explained by the large financial credits and bonuses Hungary got from the Western countries
in the l970s to support the economie reforms. A large part of this money was used to maintain
and increase people's living standard, legitimating in this way the power of the communist
party. A second reasou was the coming into existence of a "second economy," which was one
of the main features and consequences of the New Economie Mechanism. The "second
economy" provided special labor market activities and extra eaming possibilities for the
majority of the householcts (Gábor 1979 and 1984; Galasi and Sziráczky 1985), estimated as
much as 76% for the !980s (Kolosi 1988). Although a large proportion ofHungarian families
derived iocome from the "second economy," a system for income redistribution not controlled
by the state, the economie outcome of these "second economy" activities was not observed
and counted by official statistics.
This period has brought economie and politica! consolidation for the Hungarian politica!
system. We might expect that this results in more career transitions for this period compared
to !he previous period in which labor market participation was stronger influenced by the
planned economy system. As a consequence of more open and demoeratic circumstances, we
mayalso expect a further increase of the effect of achlevement (educational credentials) on
status attainment. This hypothesis is supported by results ofGanzeboom, de Graaf, and Róbert
(1990) showing that education is the main channel of status transmission under socialism in
Hungary.
At the beginning ofthe 1980s, debt per capita became higherand higher, this was the period
of the first debt crisis in Hungary. The economie growth bas also slowed down. The
communist party had to make unpopular decisions like the increase of prices, which resulted
in a raise ofinflation. From the mid-l980s, politica! opposition becarne more active and found
more support among the Hungarian population, which was only satisfied with the socialist
system (the "goulash-communism") as long as this implied an încrease ofliving standard.
By the end of l980s, the communists completely lost their legitimization. But the politica!
scene was so liberal that it was the Communist Party that made the decision to introduce a
multiparty system and started negotiations with the opposition. This process led to free
elections in 1990 and to the establishment of a parliarnentary multiparty system. While
previously, the politica! system has been thought of as being unchangeable and the economy
as reformable, now it became clear that it was easier to reform the politica! system and more
difficult to change to a Western-type market economy. The typical feah!res of this
transformation are economie disruption, fall of GDP, high intlation rate, and increasing
unemployment. On the other hand, the privatization process has established a new situation in
the society. Within 4 years, the proportion of self-employed has increased from three to ten
percent of the labor force and the percentage of employees workingin the private sector went
up t? 4~%. These figures may indicate an increase of labor market mobility, especially
cons1denng that people can now return from the "parking orbits" where they had to stay under
the decades of socialism (Szelényi 1988).
These events have probably influenced the career mobility of older and younger cohorts in a
different way. Since the cleavage between losers and winners of the transformation is quite
strong, the question on the influence of asetiption versus achievement factors is highly
relevant. Assurnptions for older and younger cohorts may vary. For older people,
ach1evements (educational credentials as well as cultural and network capita!) are likely assets
that_are more useful. For younger people whoare at the beginning aftheir career, however,
ascnpl!ve factors may be of higher importance. Unfortunately, we can only observe a few
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years of the post-communist period in Hungary. Thus the very recent trends cannot be
analyzed in detaiL
Summarizing the precedîng, we wil! test the following hypotheses:
1. Ascription affects status attainment stronger for older than for younger birth cohorts. We
expect a deercase of the effect of father's occupation on ~tatus attatnment be:ween 1910
and 1991 as a consequence of an ongoing modermzatwn. More spectfically, an
acceleration of the deercase is predieled for the period of communist orthodoxy (the "long
tifties") as a consequence of politica! measures and we expect a slig~t increase in the
ascription effect for the late eighties as a consequence of detenoratmg lab~: market
circumstances. These predictions hold for labor market en try and for career transllmns.
2. Achlevement affects status attainment strenger for younger birth cohorts than for older
birth cohorts. We expect an increase in the effect of education on status attainment
between 1910 and 1991. The predietien is that the development of the achievement effect
is more or less the mirror image of the developrnent of the ascription effect: as a
consequence of the economie policies of the "long fifties," we expect the ~~hiev~ment
effect to be relatively higher in this period and we expect these effects to stabthz~/shghtly
decrease afterwards, especially in the late eighties as a consequence of a stagn~t.lilg 1abor
market. Again, these predictions hold for labor market entry and for c~reer transtllons.
3. We expect ascription (father's occupation) to affect. c~reer transttw.ns. stronger lil the
beginning of the occupational cureer, because ascnptwn charactensttcs become less
important when people gel older.
.
.
. .
4. We expect education to have an increasing effect on career transttions lil the begrnrung of
the career: education becomes more important to facilitate upward moves (prevent
downward moves). Afterage 35-40, this effect will decrease.

Data
In this paper, we analyze a pooled data set frorn four surveys. Three of them were. colleeled by
KSH (the Hungarian Central Statistica! Office) and dîstnbuted by the Soctal Research
Inforrnation Center (TÁRKI): the Social Mobility and Life History Survey frorn 1973, 1983,
and 1992 (Andorka 1973, Kulcsár and Harcsa 1983 and 1992). The fourth one is taken from
the international comparative project Social Stratification in Eastern Europe after 1989
(principal investigators Donald J. Treiman and Iván Szelényi 1993). The rnethod of data
collection was oral interviewing by standardized questionnaires. The total nurnbers of cases
are 40426, 32301, 29006, and 4977, respectively. For the Central Statistica! Office Surveys,
the samples were stratified probability houschold samples; the sample drawing was based on
households (flats) and the survey strategy was to interview all individuals who were 14 years
old or older in the houschold at the time of survey. The 1993 survey is based on a stratified
probability sample of individuals and it is representative for the Hungari~ populat~on over
18. Of the samples, we wil! only analyze rnales older than 12 when analyzlilg entry lilto first
job (labor market entry), and rnales between 25 and 60 when analyzing career transitions. .
We have complete information on the occupational career of the responden.ts. For the ~oczal
Mobility and Life History Surveys, this information is on a year-to-year basts, whereas lil the
Social Stratification in Eastern Europe after 1989 Survey, !he information is adrninistered on
a monthly basis. All occupations were coded in (detailed) Hungarian FEOR or in ISCO and
recoded into ISEI (International Socio-Economie Index) as constructed by Ganzeboorn, De
Graaf, and Treirnan (1992).

:'-lso full inforrnation on !he respondent's educational career is available. In order to use this
lilforrnatwn, whe~ analyztng career transitions, we cornputed the respondent's educational
~evel at the beglilmng of each job period. We recoded the Hungarian educational classification
lilto the number ofyears ofschooling.
Father's occupational position was rneasured retrospectively at age 14 of the respondent.
Father's occupation was also recoded into ISEL

Research Design

Descriptive analysis
In this part of the analysis, we present:
1. T.he average level of education, respondent's occupation and father's occupation for distinct
bJrth cohorts at specific historica! years.
2. The correlations between father's occupation and respondent's occupation and between
respondent's education and o~cupation for distinct birth cohorts at specific historica! years.
3. The average level of educatwn, cespondent's occupation, and father's occupation at Iabor
market entry.

Trend in status altalnment at labor marketentry
First, we ~ill estimate the trend in labor market entry using the following rnodels:
(1)
JseJ=b0 +b,Year+b2 Year'+e
(2)
Isei=b0 +b,Year+b, Year+b, Fisei+b Educ+e
(3)
Isei = b0 + b,Year + b2 Year' + b1 Fisei + b; Educ +
b5 Fisei*Year + b6 Fisei*Year" + b7 Educ'"Year + b8 Educ*Year' + e
where:
Year is year oflabor marketentry ( 1900=0);
Fisei is ISEI-score of father's occupation;
Educ is number of years of schoeiing;
Isei
is IS EI-score of respondent's occupation.
Model 1 estimates the linear and quadratic development of occupational status over time·
Model 2 assumes cons~ant effects of ascription (Fisei) and achievement (Educ) over time; and
Model 3 all~ws for h~ear ~d quadratic developrnents in the ascription and achlevement
effects over time. We w!ll esllrnate these models using OLS regression.
Second, we use a kind of multi-level approach to attain the same goal by frrst estimating for
each labor marketentry year the followlilg equation (see also Rijken and Ganzeboorn 1995):
Isei = b0 + bn, Fisei + b<du Educ + e

The~•. we will reg:ess the co~fl_icients br., ~db,•• on Year and Year', estirnating the linearand
curvth?ear trend lil the ascnpllon and achlevement effects in the following way (regressions
are wetghted by l/se ofbro, and b..,u, respectively):
br" = b0 + b,Year + b1 Year' + e
b,.,. = b0 + b,Year + b2 Year + e
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Event history analysis of career transitions
We wil! analyze career transitions in upward and downward direction using a discrete time
even! history model (Allison, 1984):
(1)
Logit(event) =ba+ b,Year + b2 Year' + b3 Age + b4 Age' + e
(2)
Logit(event) = b0 + b,Year + b2 Year' + b3 Age + b4 Age' +
b, Fisei + b6 Educ + b7 Iseilast + e
2
(3)
Logit( even!)= ba + b 1Year + b2 Year' + b3 Age + b, Age + b5 Fisei + b 6 Educ +
b 7 Iseilast + b, Fisei*Year+ b9 Fisei*Year' + b 10 Fisei*Age +
b 11 Fisei*Age2 + b 12 Educ*Year+ b" Educ*Year' +
b 14 Educ* Age + bu Educ* Age' + e
where:
event upward move, upward move with at least 5 points ISEI; downward move,
downward move with at least 5 points ISEI;
Year is year oflabormarket entry (1900=0);
Age is age in years;
Fisei is ISEI-score offather's occupation;
Educ is nurnber ofyears of schooling;
Iseilast is last occupational status (ceiling effect);
Ise i
is ISEI -score of respondent's occupation.
The roodels are estimated using logistic regression on the person-period file.

Analysis

The average level of education, respondent's accupation and father's accupation for distinct
birth cohorts at specific historica! years.
We expect an increase ofboth educational and occupational attainment over time. Both period
and age (life course) effects have an impact in the same direction, i.e., educational and
occupational attainment is assumed to increase frorn the earlîer periods to the later ones, as
wel! as frorn younger age to older age. For displaying these results, we use the cohorts and
historica! dates as presenled in Table l. The results confirm the expectations: looking at the
figures row by row (aging effect for the cohorts) or column by column (period effects for the
historica! dates) an increasing trend is indicated.
For educational attainment (see Table 2), the average level is 8.2! for the oldest cohort in
1933, while the average for the youngest cohort in !990 is 10.56. The increase by age is
smaller (in the rows) because educational level does not really grow after a certain age. Still,
the figures indicate a somewhat marked increase for the cohort 1919-1928 between 1949 and
1973 and for the cohort 1929-1938 between 1956 and 1983. This is probably an effect ofthe
evening and corresponding education which played astrong role in the educational system of
that time. And the mentioned cohorts were at an appropriate age to benefit from the
opportunity offered by the socialist educational system (Kolosi and Róbert 1985). The period
effects are stronger (in the columns) indicating that younger cohorts have on average higher
educational levels. These results confirm previous studies on educational transition in
Hungary (Sirnkus and Andorka 1982; Róbert 1991).
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Table 2. Average level of educationfor birth cohorts ofHungarian men in htstodcal years
Year

1933

1949

1956

1962

1968

)973

8.22

8.22

8.42

8.43
8.55

8.23
8.45
8.70
8.93

8.25
8.48
8.77
8.97

8.16
8.49
8.86
9.09
9.47

8.64
8.91
9.15
9.86

1941

1945

8.22
8.37

1983

1990

Birth cohort
1899-1908
1909-1918
1919-1928
!929-1938
1939-1948
1949-1958
1959-1968

8.21

8.48

9.16
9.31
10.20
10.38

9.32
10.26
10.48
10.56

Databasedon pooled data file 1973-1993

Table 3. Average occupationallevel (ISEI) for birth cohorts ofHungarian men in historica!
years
Year
Birth cohort
1899-1908
1909-1918
1919-1928
1929-1938
1939-!948
1949-1958
1959-1968

1933

1941

1945

1949

1956

1962

1968

1973

29.75

31.44
32.08

32.20
33.51
33.85

31.84
32.77
32.18

31.44
33.00
34.16
33.71

29.16
31.85
34.03
33.94

29.46
32.03
34.58
34.83
35.81

33.40
34.80
35.28
36.80

1983

34.46
35.17
37.11
35.73

1990

35.90
37.38
35.98
35.78

Databasedon pooled data file 1973-1993

Table 4. Average occupationallevel offather's (ISEI) for birth cohorts ofHungarian men in
historica! years
Year
Birth cohort
1899-1908
1909-1918
1919-1928
1929-1938
1939-1948
1949-1958
1959-1968

1933

1941

1945

1949

1956

1962

1968

)973

28.14

28.13
28.80

28.13
28.77
28.30

28.13
28.77
28.36

28.13
28.77
28.54
29.16

28.42
28.77
28.54
28.90

27.09
28.77
28.54
29.01
30.97

28.67
28.54
29.01
31.77

!983

27.93
28.13
30.54
32.44

1990

28.1!
30.47
32.24
34.11

Data based on pooled data file I 973-1993

For occupational a~tainment (see Table 3), the changes in the average socio-economie score
d1splay the samepleture as for education. The average is 29.75 for the oldest cohort in 1933
and is 35.78 for the youngest cohort in 1990. The aging effect seems to be stronger after 1949
~or the. c?ho~s ?om 191?-1928 and onwards. This indicates that structural changes Iike
mdustn~hzatiOn rn the soctety can yield more intra-cohort change (speed up the aging effect).
The penod effec~s are more m_arked between 1956 and 1973, when more structural changes
have taken place m the Hunganan economy. For 1983 and 1990 this process starled to decline
and we even find a break in the linear trend for the cohorts bom in 1949-1958 and 1959-1968.
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For fathers occupational attainment (see Table 4), figures cannot display any real aging
effects, because we only have one piece of information on father's accupation (referring to
cespondent's age at 14). However, the period effects show that- like for lhe respondents - the
same structural increase can be observed for the falhers, too. This is much more present after
1968 when the fathers already incfude those benefited from the industrialization and
modernization processes after World War IL The average score of father's socio-economie
index is almost identical for the oldest cohort in 1933 and the youngest cohort in 1962 (28.14
and 28.90), but the increasing trend is present for the later historica! dates and the average
score is 34.11 for the youngest cohort in 1990.

The correlations between father's accupation and respondent's accupation and between
respondent's education and accupation for distinct birth cohorts at specijic historica[ years
The picture is more complex when analyzing the trends in the correlations. In line with the
already mentioned argument, we expect different period and age effects here. The correlation
between occupational attainment and social background as well as educational credentials is
expected to decrease when people get older. Then, in accordance wilh the industrialization
hypothesis, the correlation between cespondent's and fathers occupation should be lower for
the younger birth cohorts compared to the older ones, while the correlation bet\veen
occupation and education is expected to be higher for the younger birth cohorts than the older
ones. The results are more or less in line with the expectations.

Table 5. Zero order correlations betweenfather's accupation (!SE!) andrespondent's accupation (!SEI) for birth cohorts ofHungarian men in historica! years
Year

1933

1941

1945

Birth cohort
.5832 .5287 .4861
1899-1908
1909-1918
.5179 .4795
1919-1928
.4226
1929-1938
1939-1948
1949-1958
1959-1968
Data based on pooled data tile 1973-1993

1949

1956

1962

1968

.4818
.4962
.4498

.4854
.4679
.4022
.3504

.5178
.4532
.3843
.3397

.5714
.4607
.3883
.3376
.4255

1973.
.4405
.3958
.3377
.4296

1983

.3722
.3033
.3986
.3622

1990

.3676
.3729
.3493
.3986

Table 6. Zero order correlations between respondent 's education andrespondent's occupation (ISEI) for birth cohorts ofHungarian men in historica/ years
Year 1933 1941
1945
Birth Cohort
1899-1908
.6723 .6548 .6395
1909-1918
.6201 .5902
1919-1928
.4826
1929-1938
1939-!948
1949-1958
1959-1968
Databasedon pooled data file 1973-1993

1949

1956

1962

1968

1973

.6409
.6277
.5467

.6327
.6207
.5784
.6439

.6516
.6182
.5923
.7023

.5899
.6427
.6055
.71 !2
.7358

.6314
.6171
.7131
.7512

1983

.7013
.7292
.7288
.6963

1990

The expec~ed decreasing tr~d for the correlation between fathers and respondent's
occupa~wn ts present for most htstorical dates in cohort perspeelive (see Table 5). The highest

coefiictent {.58), we get for the oldest cohort in 1933, while we have much lower figures
(varym? bet\veen .3 and .4) for 1983 and 1990. This indicates a gradual opening of the
Hunganan soctety as presenled previously by Ganzeboom, Luijkx, and Róbert (1991). It is
important to note that lhis process started already bet\Veen the two World Wars and not only
after 1949.
For lhe aging effect, we find an unexpected trend for the correlation between education and
occupation in the case of the birth cohorts 1919-1928 and 1929-1938: the correlation
coefficients are higher for later years lhan for earlier ones (see Table 6). This can be a
consequence of the fact that educational credentials became more important for status
attainment under socialism in Hungary (cf Róbert 1984; Ganzeboom, de Graaf and Róbert
1990).
'
The other ex:pected trend, an increase of lhe correlation between education and occupation,
appears first for the youngest cohortsin 1956 and 1962. It is present for 1968 and 1973 in
complete cohort perspective. This finding seems to be realistic because the industrialization
process has predominantly taken place forthese periods and cohorts. However, we do not see
this tendency for 1983 and especially for 1990. For 1990, we fmd a decreasing trend in this
respect. Moreover, the trend for the correlation between father's and cespondent's occupation
seems tobreakin 1990 as well (.35 and .40 for the birth cohorts 1949-1958 and 1959-1968).
We will return to this point, when we present the causa! models for status attainment.

The average leve{ of education, respondent's occupation, and father's accupation at labor
market entry
The average level of education at labor market entry is displayed in Figure !. It was quite Iow
until 1930 and starled to increase thereafter. There was a strong increasing trend between
1930 .and. 1980 but it becarne less sleep later. At the end of the eighties and in the beginning of
the mnettes, we even observe a smal! decline in the average educational level. The sarne
pattem can be found for the occupationa1 position at labor market entry (Figure 2). The
increasing trend started in the mid-thirties and finished in the eighties. Then the increase in lhe
trend stopped when the economie situation began to deteriorate. For the social crigin (father's
occupation) the sarne increasing tendency can beseen (see Figure 3) .

Trend in status allalnment at labor market entry
In lhis section, we present the analysis of lhe trend in ascription and achievement with regard
to the entry in first job. Our two predietor variables are fathers occupation (ascription) and
respondent's education (achievement). Since we estimate the effect of achievement and
ascription on the first occupational position, we only consider lhe period (historica!) effects.
We abserve and analyze an extreme long period (1910-199!) andreport changes in the effect
of ascription and achievement on first job for more than eight decades.

.7485
.6948
.6622
.6469
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Figure . Average level of educalion (with trend) al labor marketentry for Hungarian men
1
between 19 JO and 1991

Table 7. OLS regression estimates for the impact offather 's accupation and education on
respondent 's en try info labor force (/irst occupation) for Hungarian men between
1910 and 1991 (Metric coefficients, standard errors in parentheses)
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Model!
.052**
(.017)
.00084***
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Father's
Occupation
Education
Father's accupation
*Year

YEAR

Databasedon poeleddata file, 1973-1993

Model3
-. 353***
(.051)
.00305***
(.00048)
.658***
(.029)
.788***
(.170)

-. 014***
(.OOI)

* Year'
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Model2
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Figure 3. Average level offather's accupation (!SE/) (with trend) at labor marketentry for
Hungarian men between1910 and 1991

w~------------------------~

Education
* Year

* Year'
Constant
26.08***
Expl. Var.
(R Square)
.042
Databasedon pooled data file 1973-1993; Significance:

.000085***
(.0000!)
.087***
(.006)
-.00066***
(.00001)
-1.60***
.508

5.36***
.517

*** p <.OOI ** p <.0 I * p < .05

In Table 7, the results ofthe analysis are presented. Model! shows an increase inthelevel of
firstjob over time. The trend is slightly curvilinear, the increase is accelerating a bit over time.
In Model 2, we add the ascription and achievement effect and we find positive effects of
education and fathers accupation on frrst job. In Model 3, we include the interaction tenns of
father's accupation and education with Year and Year' to estimate possible curvilinear trends
in the ascription and achievement effects. In accordance with the hypothesis, the effect of
education on first accupation increases over time and the effect of father's accupation goes
down. Both trends are curvilinear, as shown by the significant effect of the interaction with
the quadratic term for year, thus the trends reverse at the end. The effects are depicted in the
following figures:

M~n wL------~~---~><n-------~,~~ffio------:,m~o
1910
19l0
1950
YEAR

Data basedon pooled data file, !973-!993
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Figure 4. Effect ofeducation on accupation (ISEJ) at labor market entryfior H
·
between 1910 and 1991
unganan men
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These figures clearly corroborate the hypotheses. Ascription indeed affects status attainment
at labor market entry stronger for older birth cohorts than for younger birth cohorts. We see
that the effect decreases from about .5 to about .1 in 80 years. This clearly shows the massive
decline in the importance of ascription. The picture for the achievement effect is a bit more
complicated. The effects are going up strongly until the 1970s and then are going down a bit.
As pointed out in the Research design section, we will also estimate the trend in ascription
and achievement effects on first job by using a multilevel approach. As mentioned, we first
estimate the effect of father's occupation and that of respondent's education on cespondent's
accupation for every year between 1910 and 1991. In a second step, we regress the
unstandardized regression coefficients (weighted by the reciproque of their standard error) on
Year and Year' giving us a curvilinear trend forthese effects. The parameter estimates are
presenled in Table 8. The linear and curvilinear trends are presenled in the Figures 4 and 5.
The results are in line with the regression analysis on the individuat level.

Databasedon pooled data file, 1973-1993

Figure 5. Effect offathers occ~pation (1SEJ) on respondent's accupation (/SE!) at Jabor market entry for Hunganan men between I 910 and 1991
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Table 8. (Second level) OLS regression estimates on (first level) regression coefficients for
en try in first job of Hungarian men between 1910 and I 991

Explanation of the
Explanation of the regresregression coefficient of
sion coefficient of father's
education on first job
accupation on first iob
Intereepi
2.383
1.342
.459
.620
(.126)
(.236)
(.021)
(.039)
Year
.0!7
.064
-.005
-.0!2
(.002)
(.OIO)
(.00036)
(.00!6)
Year'
-.00045
.000071
(.00009)
(.000015)
adj. R'
41.7
55.1
71.5
77.5
Durbin Watson stalistic
1.3!
1.76
.98
1.22
Databasedon pooled data file 1973-1993 (weighted by reciproque standard error of first level
coefficients; al! coefficients are significant at p < .00 l)

• effc:cl fGf"

~eh yeu

.-:.--.,._.-.-~ -~inear

0.0

lîne.:ar and .quadratic

YEAR

Databasedon pooled data file, 1973-1993

Event history analysis ofcareer transitions

For !he upwar~ and do~ward career transitions, we analyze respondents between a e 25
60 only. So th1s anatys1s will_ b~ restricted to the period 1920-1991. In total, we hav~ 7!3:1
~::=~~ ~bse;;v:~;~s.fThis IS t~e number ofvalid observations of occupational positions
o persons m the age range 25-60. As said earlier, we distinguish four
kinds of events~

2

!. Any upward move (18130 events).
2. Upward moves with more than five status points (!3229 events)
3. Any downward move (16368 events).
·
4. Downward moves w~th more than five status points (11560 events).
d 1
For each afthese four kmds of moves we estimate thr
are ?n~y explaine? by curvilinear period and age eC:::~oi: :h!ns~~~:~model, the moves

:;~~f:~~~~ ~~:ha~h:~;:~~:~:t~~:~~~ :~;~~'::;:~~~:~:c~c~~~ation a;on~~J a:~~:;

as
f:: a
lower the accupation is the higher is the chance for a downward :o~~-war move and also the
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Table 9. Logistic regression estimates on the odds of upward mobil~ty for Hungarian men
between 1920 and 1991 (Metric coefficients. standard errors m parentheses)

Mode13
-.0025
(.0281)
-. 000507
(.000358)

Upward moves
Model!
-.0324***
(.0089)
-. 000176
(.000115)

(more than 5 points)
Model3
Model2
.0284
-.0089
(.0321)
(.0090)
-. 000466*** -. 000839*
(.000409)
(.000116)

.0855
(.0038)
-.000804***
(.000032)

.1672***
(.0138)
-.001601 ***
(.000114)

.0748***
(.0944)
-.000727***
(.000037)

.0921***
(.0045)
-.000896***
(.000038)

.1383***
(.0159)
-.001431***
(.000133}

Occupation
(ceiling effect)

-.0638***
(.0009}

-.0639***
(.0009)

-.0739***
(.0011)

-.0742***
(.0011)

Education

.2086***
(.0041)

.1032
(.0820)

.2510***
(.0047)

-.0146
(.0937)

Father's
accupation

.0096***
(.0007)

.l065***
(.0164)

.0108***
(.0008)

. 1352***
(.0187)

A ge
Age'

Upward moves (any}
Model2
Model!
-. 0339*** -. 0131
(.0077)
(.0076)
-. 000415***
-. 000160
(.000099)
(.000098)

Year
Year'

.0706***
(.0038)
-.000661***
(.000032)

Education
*Age
*Age'
*Year
* Year'
Father's occupation
* Age
m-;

~~~.
á:

Cl
~~{

~o·

.... :

0~'~

* Age'
*Year

* Year'

.005872
(.003463)
-.00007494
( .00004451)
-.002288
(.001734)
.00003358*
(.00001392)

.004349
(.003965}
-.00006096
(.000051 09)
.004109*
(.002003)
-.00001571
(.00001617)

-.002227**
(.000709)
.00002708**
(.00000920)
-.00 1790***
(.000336)
.00001411***
(.000272)

-.002635**
(.000822)
.003206**
(.001067)
-.002471***
(.000384)
-.0001970***
(.00000314)

2: Si·

,...~

-6.8713**
Constant -3.8716*** -4.7866***
9782.955
9652.588
chi square 3847.911
15
7
4
df
Databasedon pooled data file 1973-1993; Significance:

-5.3740*** -6.9041 **
-4.2311***
8970.847
8848.402
3115.711
15
7
4
*** P < .001 •• p <.01 * p< .05

The parameter estimates for the models for upward mobility are presenled in Table 9. The
main findings for upward moves are:
l. Consiclering only the period and age effects (Model 1), we find a negative linear effect for
age: the odds for upward moves decline with age. For period, we find a curvilinear trend in
the shape of an inverted U-curve, indicating that there was an increase until the mid-1950s
when the odds for upward mobility were the highest and then the chance for status gains
started to dec line again.
2. When controlling for the period and age effects (Model 2), we find significant positive
effects for education and father's accupation indicating that both a higher educationallevel
and a higher social origin increases the upward move. The effect of last accupation is
negative as expected: being already in a higher position makes the chance less for further
upward mobility.
3. By adding the interaction termsof father's accupation and education with period and age
(Model 3), we can evaluate the hypotheses about the development of ascription and
achievement effects on upward moves over time and age. The estimates indicate significant
changes for the effect of both education and father's accupation with respect to time. In
accordance with the hypotheses, the impact of education is increasing over time,
achievement is getting increasingly important for upward mobility (see Figure 7). The
trend for ascription is going down first, as expected, but it is going up later (see Figure 6).
Falher's accupation affects upward mobility between 1920 and 1968, but the trend reverses
thereafter and the impact of ascription starts to increase again after 1968.
The change for the effect of achievement and ascription on upward mobility is less marked
over age. The interaction term of education and age displays an inverted U-shape (see Figure
9), the effect of education increases up to the age of 35-40 and decreases thereafter but the
estimates are not significant. The interaction of father's accupation and age is significant but
changes are very moderate (see Figure 8).

Figure 6. Effect ofsocial origin on upwardmovefor Hungarian men between 1920 and 1991

YEAR

Data based on paoled data file, 1973-1993

Figure 7. Effect on education on upward movefor Hungarian men between 1920 and 1991

Table I 0. Logistic regression estimates on the odds ofdownward mobility for Hungarian men
between 1920 and 1991 (Metric coefficients, standard errors in parentheses)

Age
Age2

Year

,.,.

L970

'""'

Year2

YEAR

Downward moves (any)
Model!
Model2
-.0752***
-.0971***
(.0074)
(.0074)
.000638*** .000876***
(.000093)
(.000092)

Model3
-.1660***
(.0282)
.002147***
(.000354)

Downward moves (more than 5 points)
Model!
Model2
Model3
-.0718***
-.1008***
-.1803***
(.0087)
(.0087)
(.0324)
.000686*** .001008*** .002522***
(.000107)
(.000108)
(.000405)

.0841***
.0683***
(.0042)
(.0042)
-.000774*** -.000628***
(.000035)
(.000034)

.3380***
(.0136)
-.002948***
(.000113)

.0855***
(.0049)
-.0834***
(.0041)

Data basedon pooled data file, 1973-1993

Figure 8. Effect of social origin on upward move for Hungarian men between 25 and 60

.0641 ***
.3557***
(.0049)
(.0157)
-.000645*** -.003208***
(.000041)
(.000132)

Occupation
(ceiling effect)

.040i ***
(.0006)

.0406***
(.0006)

.0510***
(.0007)

.0514***
{.0007)

Education

-.1395***
(.0041)

.6914***
(.0768)

-.1616***
(.0047)

.7498***
(.0866)

Father's
accupation

-.0083***
(.0007)

-.0458**
(.0167)

-.0103***
(.0009)

-.0665***
(.0193)

."~--------------------~

....

Education
* Age
*Age2

"AGE
Data based on poo1ed data file, 1973-1993

Figure 9. Effect on education on upward move for Hungarian men between 25 and 60

v~------------------1

*Year
*Year2

Father's accupation
*Age
*Age2
* Year

u

* Year2

"

.005371
(.()03319)
-.Ö0009962*
(.00004193)
-.030504***
(.001563)
.00024753***
(.00001272)

.005385
(.003775)
-.00010973*
(.00004751)
-.00033681***
(.0000 I 750)
.00027953 ***
(.00001434)

.000919
(.000701)
-.0000!621
(.00000886)
.000344
(.000348)
.00000098
(.00000282)

.001324
(.000813)
-.00002202*
(.0000 1023)
.000768
(.000401)
-.00000235
(.00000327)

-9.6604**
-4.3614***
Constant -3.9607*** -3.0711***
6189.464
1319.286
5531.572·
chi square 1760.002
15
4
df
4
7
Databasedon pooled data file 1973-1993; Significance: *** p <.OOI

-3.3342*** -I 0.2763***
6930.62
6148.43
15
7
** p <.OI • p < .05

AGE

Data basedon pooled data file, 1973-1993
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The findings on downward mobility are as fol!ows (see Table I 0):
1. Consiclering again only period and age effects (Model I), the period effect displays an
inverted U-shape in the case of downward moves, indicating that the chance for status loss
increased up to the mid-l950s and then started to decline. As for upward mobility, the age
effect reveals a decreasing trend, which was steeper until the age of 45-50, but then it
became less sleep. As getting older between 25 and 45, the odds for downward mobility
become less and less. After the age of 45-50, the chance for downward mobility continues
to decline but not so much as for the younger people.
2. Cantrolling for period and age effects, the effect of both education and fathers accupation
is significantly negative (Model 2). This result is obvious, the higher !he educational level
and the better the social origin, the smaller the chance for downward mobility during the
life course. The impact of last accupation is positive, the lower the present position the
smaller the odds for a downward move.
3. By adding the interaction terms of father's occupation and education with period and age
(Model 3), we can evaluate the hypotheses about the development of ascription and
achievement effects on downward moves over time and age. The results indicate that the
effect of education on the chance of status loss has changed significantly between 1920 and
1991 (see Figure ll) but there is no significant change for father's accupation over time
(see Figure 10). In the case of education, the results display a U-curve for both downward
moves: the education effect is going down between 1920 and 1960-1965, during this period
lower education had less and less impact on downward mobility. However, after the mid1960s, the effect of education started to increase on the chance of becoming downwardly
mobile. Lower educational level influences again more and more the odds of downward
move. This can be a consequence of the fact that !he general level of education has
increased in Hungary for the 1970s and 1980s and those who failed to reach the appropriate
level had a higher and higher risk for a status loss.
For changes over age the picture is quite clear and confirms the hypotheses. Results display a
declining trend for both education (see Figure 13) and father's accupation on status loss (see
Figure 12). This means, that as one is getting older the educàtionallevel and the social origin
influences the chance of downward mobility less and less. All of these trends are curvilinear,
the declining tendency is slight between 25 and 35 and it becomes steeper thereafter.

Figure 10. Effect ofsocial origin on downward move for Hungarian men between 1920 and
1991

Figure 11. Effect of education on downward movefor Hungarian men between 1920 a d
1991
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Figure 12. Effect ofsocial origin on downward move for Hungarian men between 2 5 and 60
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Figure 13. Effect ofeducation on downward move for Hungarian men between 25 and 60
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All in all, !he even! history analysis provided results being more or less in line with the
hypotheses. For the unconditioned effects, changes over time bring an increase in the chance
ofbecoming mobile between 1920 and 1960, but a decrease thereafter; getting older yields a
general decline: older people have less chance for mobility; upward mobility is affected by
education and father's occupation positively; downward mobility is affected by the same
variables negatively. For trends in ascription and achievement, !he results are in accordance
with the industrialization hypothesis for upward mobility: the influence of achievement
increases, that of ascription deercases over time. For downward mobility the change of the
impact of education displays a U-curve, while there is no significant change for the effect of
father's accupation over time. The interachons with age usually indicate a dec!ining trend for
both education and father's occupation, the impact of both achievement and ascription on
mobility decreases as people get older.

Condusion
The goal of the presenled research was to study the status attainment process in Hungary
during !he last eight decades. Using data from four large-scale nation-wide representative
surveys, we analyzed the job histories of about 40,000 men between 1910 and 1991. We
focused on the effect of two main delerminanis of the status attainment process: achievement
and ascription measured by respondent's educational level and father's occupation. Our main
question was how the influence of these two variables on status attainment varies over
historica! time and over the life course. The main hypothesis of this research was grounded on
the industrialization theory assuming that the impact of achievement becomes larger and that
of ascription becomes smaller over time. The other hypothesis was basedon life-course theory
assuming that both educational credentials and ascriptive features of social origin are replaced
by other abi1ities and capitals collected and accumu1ated during the life course.
We approached the research problem in three steps. First, we calculated the changes in the
educational level, occupational attainment, and social origin over time, as wel! as the zero•
order correlations between education and accupation just as between father's accupation and
respondent's occupation for selected historica! years by birth cohorts. Second, we applied a
multilevel research design to analyze the changes of the effect of achievement and ascription
on entry into labor market and then we repeated this analysis for the individual level on the
pooled file. Third, we estimated logistic regression models on status gains and status losses
during the career. We analyzed the unconditioned effect of time and age, that of education and
father's occupation, as well as the changes in the impact of achievement and ascription over
time and age on upward and downward mobility.
Both descriptive stalistics and the estimates from the causa! models on upward and downward
mobility confinn the hypothesis of age effects. As expected, the influence of education and
that of father's accupation decline over age.
Our results basically confirm the industrialization hypothesis, but we need to elaborate the
findings in some respect. We found, as expected, an increasing trend for achievement and a
decreasing trend for ascription. However, in both trends we found a reversal. Both trends
reversed to some extent after the mid-1980s. Consirlering the economie situation in Hungary
for the second part ofthe 1980s, when the country's economie performance started to decline
and especially for the period aller 1990 when the increase of GDP tumed even negative, we
cannot consider our findings a falsification of the theory. On the contrary, these results
provide even more support for the industrialization hypo thesis, namely given the fact that the

The basic feature of our research design was to look for trends · h
r.
·
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